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1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential power series in a matrix of variables X has been used in
a number of problems of enumeration of digraphs (see for example [11],
[13], [14], [15]). Usually these results has been obtained by algebraic
manipulation of the generating functions and the use of different equivalent
forms of Good inversion ([10]). However, to the best of my knowledge, it
has been done without the recognition of the set theoretical operations
involved in such manipulations. The object of this paper is to formalize
these operations through the language of Joyal’s species ([18], [19],
[24]), or more precisely, using the machinery of colored species ([5], [6],
[8], [20], [21]).
Consider a set of colors J. A colored set (E, c) is a finite set E together
with a function c: E  J. Let BJ be the category of colored sets and color-
preserving bijections. A colored species is a functor from BJ to the category
of finite sets and bijections. In the particular case when the set of colors J
is the cartesian product J=I_I, a colored set (E, c ) may be thought of as
a directed graph(digraph) whose edges are the elements of E, and the set
of vertices is I. This remark lead us to define species over digraphs as a par-
ticular kind of colored species: a functor from the category of digraphs
(BI_I) to the category of finite sets and bijections. The species over
digraphs inherit all the combinatorial operations between colored species.
A matrix species is defined as an endofunctor of the category of digraphs.
We introduce here a new set theoretical operation between matrix species
that represents the algebraic operation of product of matrices of formal
power series. The unifying power of this language is very suggestive in the
following example: the matrix species analog of the ordinary singleton X is
the matrix species of singleton digraphs X. From the definition of product
of matrix species, the k th power of X is easily proved to be the species of
eulerian paths of length k. Hence, the matrix analog of the ordinary species
of linear orders L=1+X+X 2+X 3+ } } } is the matrix species of eulerian
paths of arbitrary length L=I+X+X2+X3+ } } } . Then, we obtain by
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direct use of combinatorial operations its generating function L(X)=
(I&X)&1. As another example, the MacMahon master theorem can be
seen in this context as a generalisation of the trivial equipotence L$S
between the species L of linear orders, and the species S of permutations.
The categories of digraphs and graphs are connected by the forgetful
functor. Associated to it, we introduce here the induction and restriction
functors. They allow us to mechanically translate results about species over
digraphs to results about species over graphs, and conversely. These
functors also seem to be of independent interest in representation theory.
In theorem (4.1) we give a new combinatorial proof of the all minors
matrix tree theorem ([3], [22], [23]). In theorem (7.1) we generalise the
BEST theorem ([1]).
Cartier and Foata proved a generalisation of the MacMahon master
theorem using matrices with indeterminates in a partially commutative
monoid (see [2]). Our generalisation of the master theorem goes in
another direction. An M-enriched endofunction in the sense of Joyal and
Labelle ([18], [19]) is a function f : E  E where each fiber is enriched
with a structure of the species M. By extending this notion from sets to
digraphs we obtain an enriched version of the MacMahon master theorem.
Further applications of the enriched MacMahon master theorem to graph
theory, and to a bijective proof of Joni’s inversion formula ([16]) will
come in a separate paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Following the notation of [21], we sketch the main facts about colored
species.
Let x =(xi)i # I be a finite set of variables. For an I-tuple n # NI we use
the notation
|n |= :
i # I
ni , n !=‘
i # I
ni !.
For an element i # I, e i is the tuple ($i, j) j # I . For a subset HI, e H=
h # H e h .
x n =‘
i # I
xnii .
An I-formal power series is an expression of the form
f (x )= :
n # NI
an
x n
n !
.
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Let J be a finite set. An (I, J )-system of formal power series is a tuple
f9 =( fj) j # J of I-formal power series. Assume that the constant term of fj is
zero for every j # J, and let g be a J-formal power series. The substitution
g( f9 ) is the I-formal power series obtained by substituting every appearance
of the variable xj in g by fj .
An I-colored set (or I-coloration) is a finite set E together with a function
c: E  I assigning colors in I to the elements of E. The empty set has a
unique I-coloration 0I=(<, <I), where <I : <  I is the empty function.
An isomorphism f : (E, c)  (F, k) is a color preserving bijection from E to
F (c=k b f ). An I-coloration (E, c) can be identify with the tuple (Ei) i # I ,
Ei=c&1(i).
The class of a colored set (E, c) is tuple (ni)i # I , ni=|Ei |=|c&1(i)|. Two
colorations are isomorphic if and only if they have the same class.
We denote by B the category of finite sets and bijections, and by BI the
category of I-colored sets and isomorphisms of colorations. Given two
I-colorations, (E1 , c1) and (E2 , c2), its direct sum is the I-coloration
(E, c)=(E1+E2 , c), c being the extension of c1 and c2 to E.
An I-species is a covariant functor
M : BI  B.
By functoriality |M[E, c]| depends only on the class n of (E, c), we
denote it by |M[n ]|. The generating function of M is the I-series
M(x )= :
n # NI
|M[n ]|
x n
n !
.
Let S be the category of finite sets and functions. We denote by SI the
category of I-colorations and color-preserving functions.
Let M and N two I-species. A morphism t : M  N is a natural transfor-
mation from M to N considered as functors from BI to S. M and N are
called isomorphic, if there exists a natural isomorphism t : M  N. If M and
N are isomorphic we will write M=N. M and N are called equipotent if
for every n # NI, |M[n ]|=|N[n ]|. If M and N are equipotent we will write
M$N.
An (I, J )-system is any tuple of I-species of the form
M9 =(Mj)j # J .
An (I, J )-system M9 can be identified with the covariant functor
M9 : BI  BJ that assigns to a coloration (E, c) the J-coloration
\ :j # J Mj # J [E, c], c^+ ,
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where c^(m) :=j if m # Mj [E, c]. Conversely, from a functor M9 : BI  BJ we
obtain the system (Mj)j # J in the following way: if M9 [E, c]=(H, c^), define
Mj (E, c) :=c^&1(H). An (I, J )-system is called admissible if M9 [0I]=0J .
A k-composition of a coloration (E, c) is a tuple of colorations
[(Er , cr)]kr=1 , such that
:
k
r=1
Er=E
( denoting disjoint union), and for every r=1, ..., k
c |Er=cr .
Equivalently
(E, c)= :
k
r=1
(Er , cr).
A J-colored partition of (E, c) is a partition ? of E together with a func-
tion c^: 6  J. We denote by 6 (I, J ) the I-species of J-colored partitions.
2.1. Combinatorial Operations
1. A family [Ms]s # S of I-species is said to be summable if for every
colored set (E, c), the set of indices [s # S | Ms[E, c]{<] is finite. The
sum of the family [Ms]s # S is defined by
\:s Ms+ [E, c]=:s Ms[E, c], (1)
where  on the right hand side denotes disjoint union.
2. For a finite family [Mr]kr=1 of I-species we define the product
>kr=1 Mr by
\ ‘
k
r=1
Mr+ [E, c]=: ‘
k
r=1
Mr[Er , cr], (2)
where the sum on the right hand side (a disjoint union) is taken over all
k-compositions of the colored set (E, c). For an (I, J)-system M9 and k9 # NJ
the power M9 k9 is defined as the product
M9 k9 = ‘
j # J
M kjj . (3)
If (E, c1) is an I-coloration, and (F, c2) is an J-coloration, an M9 -enriched
function is a function f : E  F where each fiber f&1(b), b # F is enriched
with a structure in Mc2(b)[ f
&1(b), c1 | f&1(b)]. We will denote by M9 (F, c2) the
species of M9 -enriched functions with fixed codomain (F, c2).
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3. Let M9 be an admissible (I, J ) system. An assembly of M9 -structures
over (E, c) is given by:
v A J-colored partition (?, c^) de (E, c).
v For each block B in ?, a structure in Mc^(B)[B, c | B].
Let N be a J-species, the substitution N(M9 ) is the I-species whose struc-
tures are of the form (a, n), where a is an assembly of M9 -structures and
n # N[?, c^], (?, c^) being the colored partition of the assembly a. In symbols
N(M9 )[E, c]= :
(?, c^) # 6 (I, J )[E, c]
N[?, c^]_ ‘
B # ?
Mc^(B)[B, c | B]. (4)
If N9 is a (J, K )-system, the substitution N9 (M9 ) is the (I, K ) system
N9 (M9 )=(Nk(M9 ))k # K (5)
4. Let i be an element of I. For an I-colored set (E, c) the colored set
(E, c)+(i)=(E+[V], c+(i)) is obtained from (E, c) by adding to E a
‘‘ghost’’ element V of color i. The partial derivative and the i-pointing of an
I-species M are respectively defined by
M
Xi
[E, c]=M[(E, c)+(i)] (6)
Mv(i)[E, c]=c&1(i)_M[E, c] (7)
The combinatorial operations translate homomorphically to the opera-
tions with generating functions as
1. \ :s # S Ms+ (x )= :s # S Ms(x ) (8)
2. \ ‘
k
r=1
Mr+ (x )= ‘
k
r=1
Mr(x ) (9)
M9 (F, c2)(x )=M9 k9 (x ), (10)
where k9 =class(F, c2).
3. N(M9 )(x )=N(xj  Mj (x ))=N(M9 (x )) (11)
4.
M
Xi
(x )=
M(x )
xi
(12)
M v(i)(x )=xi
M(x )
xi
. (13)
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3. DIGRAPHS
Let us consider colorations with colors in the set I_I. An object (E, c )
of BI_I consists of a set of pairs of the form (a, (i, j)), where (i, j)=c (a)
and (i, j) # I_I, a # E. The pair (a, (i, j)) can be identified with a directed
edge i wa j. Then, (E, c ) # BI_I can be identify with an edge-labeled digraph
G( , with vertices in I, loops and multiple edges allowed. Another way of
representing G( is as a matrix of sets (Ei, j) i, j # I , Ei, j=c &1(i, j).
The class of an object =(E, c ) of BI_I is a matrix A=
(|c&1(i, j)| ) (i, j ) # I_I . A is the adjacency matrix of the digraph G
(
.
Any pair of colorations of E c1 , c2 : E  I defines an I_I-coloration c =
(c1 , c2): E  I_I and conversely. The classes : and ; of (E, c1) and (E, c2)
are respectively the outdegree (od( G( )) and indegree (id( G( )) sequences of
the digraph G( (they are respectively the row and column sums of the
adjacency matrix A). An eulerian digraph G( is a digraph where od( G( )=
id( G( ). For an incidence matrix A we denote by r(A) and c(A) the vectors
of row and column sums of A, respectively. If r(A)=c(A)=: (i.e., if A is
the incidence matrix of an eulerian digraph of outdegree :) we say that
A=&:. The vertices of the digraph G( is the set v( G( )=c1(E) _ c2(E).
All the notions about colorations have interesting interpretations in the
restricted context of digraphs. For example, a composition of a digraph
G( =(E, c )= G(1+ G
(
2+ } } } + G
(
k , G
(
r{0I_I , r=1, 2, ..., k is what is known
as an (ordered) factorization of G( . A monocromatic partition ? of G( , i.e.,
an element of 6 (I_I, 1)[ G( ], is a factorization of G( .
The generating function of an I_I-species N is the series in the matrix
of variables X=(x(i, j ))(i, j ) # I_I .
N(X)= :
A # NI_I
|N[A]|
XA
A!
.
For a square matrix A=(a(i, j )) (i, j ) # I_I , A1 will denote the matrix
obtained by substituting by zero the diagonal entries of A.
For a series f (X) and a matrix A, denote by f [A] the coefficient of
XAA! in f (X). Clearly, for two series f (X) and g(X) we have
( f } g)[A]= :
B+C=A \
A
C, D+ f [C] g[D], (14)
where
\ AC, D+=
A!
C! D!
.
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Example 3.1. The simplest I_I-species are the multiplicative identity 1
and the singleton edge species X(i, j) ,
1[ G
(
]={G
(
<
if G
(
=0I_I
otherwise
X(i, j )[ G
(
]={G
(
<
if |E|=1 and c (E)=[(i, j )]
otherwise
.
A digraph G( is called functional if |c&11 (i)|1 for every i # I. A functional
digraph is the arrow digraph of some function f : H  I, HI. We denote
by Fun the species of functional digraphs. An oriented cycle is a functional
digraph corresponding to a cyclic permutation _ : H  H, for some H,
<{HI. We denote by C the species of digraphs of cyclic permutations.
C=<{HI CH , where CH is the species of digraphs of cyclic permuta-
tions _ : H  H.
A forest is a functional digraph without cycles. An arborescence (or
rooted tree) is a connected forest. We denote by T, Tr , and F the species
of arborescences, arborescences converging to the vertex r, and forests,
respectively.
Let UI_I be the uniform I_I-species, UI_I [ G
(
]= G( , G( # BI_I. The
generating function of UI_I is UI_I (X)=exp((i, j) # I_I x(i, j)).
A digraph G( is p-regular if |c&11 (i )|+|c
&1
2 (i )|=p for every i # I. Denote
by U ( p)I_I the species of p-regular digraphs.
If M is the species of certain class of digraphs, then the product UI_I } M
is the species that assigns to a digraph G( the set of all its M-factors (sub-
digraphs in the species M). For example, if F0 denotes the non-empty
forests, UI_I } F0 is the species of spanning forests. UI_I } Ti is the species of
the spanning trees converging to the root i, UI_ICI is the species HC of
hamiltonian cycles, UI_I } U ( p)I_I is the species of p-factors.
Proposition 3.1. Let M be an I_I-species assigning no structures to the
digraphs with multiple edges. Then,
|UI_I } M[ G
(
]|=M(X)|X =A=M(x(i, j )  a(i, j ))(i, j ) # I_I ,
where A=(a(i, j )) (i, j) # I_I is the incidence matrix of G
(
.
Proof. By equation (14) we have
|(UI_I } M)[ G
(
]|= :
B+C=A
‘
i, j # I
a(i, j )!
b(i, j )! c(i, j )!
|M[C]|. (15)
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Since |M[C]=0| if C is not a (0, 1)-matrix, we have that the right hand
side of equation (15) is equal to
:
C
‘
c(i, j )>0
a(i, j) |M[C]|=:
C
|M[C]|
>(i, j ) # I_I a
c(i, j )
(i, j )
> c(i, j ) !
=M(X)|X =A . K
Example 3.2. Denote by U the ordinary uniform species U : B  B,
U[E]=[E] for every E # B. The substitution of an I_I species M,
M[0I_I]=< in U is well defined. The structures in U(M)[ G
(
] are the
assemblies of M-structures of the form (?, [mB]B # ?), where ? is a fac-
torization of the digraph G( and mB # M[B] for each factor digraph B # ?.
If M is the species of certain class of digraphs, U(M)[ G( ] is the species of
all the M-factorizations of G( . For example U(T )[ G( ] is the set of all the
tree-factorizations of G( , U(U ( p)I_I)[ G
(
] is the set of all p-factorizations of G( .
We define the species S of oriented cycle factorizations S=U(C ).
Since U(x)=ex, the generating function of U(M) is U(M)(X)=eM( X ).
Given an I_I-species M, a set HI, and compositions : and ;, we
define the associated species:
MH[ G( ]={M[ G
(
]
<
if v( G( )H
otherwise
M&H[ G( ]={M[ G
(
]
<
if v( G( ) & H{<
otherwise
M:&[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if od( G( )=:
otherwise
M;+[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if id( G( )=;
otherwise
M:&, ;+[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if od( G( )=: and id( G( )=;
otherwise
M:[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if od( G( )+id( G( )=:
otherwise
M:&[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if od( G( ):
otherwise
M;+[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if id( G( );
otherwise
.
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The eulerian restricted from M, Meu is defined by
Meu[ G
(
]={M[ G
(
]
<
if G( is eulerian.
otherwise
.
Clearly we have Meu=: M:&, :+.
It is easy to prove the following propositions.
Proposition 3.2. For two I_I-species M and N we have the natural
equivalences
N=N H+N &(I&H ) (16)
(M } N):+= :
;+#=:
M;+N#+ (17)
(M } N):&= :
;+#=:
M;&N#&. (18)
Proposition 3.3. Consider two sets of variables t =(ti) i # I and
s =(si) i # I . Let t and s be the diagonal matrices t=($(i, j )ti)(i, j ) # I_I and s=
($(i, j )si)(i, j ) # I_I . Then, we have the generating functions
N H (X)=M(X|H), (19)
where X|H is the matrix of variables obtained by assigning the value zero to
the variables x(r, s) for (r, s)  H_H.
N &H (X)=N(X)&N H (X) (20)
M:&(X)=M(tX)| t : (21)
M;+(X)=M(Xs)| s ; (22)
M:&, ;+(X)=M(tXs)| t :s ; (23)
M:(X)=M(tXt)| t : (24)
(M } N):&(X)= :
;+#=:
M(tX)t ; N(tX)t # (25)
(M } N):+(X)= :
;+#=:
M(Xs)s ; N(Xs)s # (26)
The transposition functor T : BI_I  BI_I , (E, (c1 , c2))T=(E, (c2 , c1))
defines an automorphism of the category BI_I . Considering G
(
=(E, c ) as
a digraph, G( T=(E, c )T is the digraph obtained by reversing the direction
of the edges in G( . Clearly we have N b T(X)=N(X T ).
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Fig. 1. Element of N=M(X(r, 1))r=1, 4 .
Example 3.3. Let us consider an I-species N. Assume that i is a fixed
element of I. Define the I_I species N=M(X(r, i ))r # I (see Fig. 1). From the
definition of substitution of species (equation 4) we obtain that for G( =
(E, c ), N[ G( ]=M[E, c1] if c2(E )=i. Otherwise M does not assign struc-
tures to G( . In other words, N assigns structures only to the digraphs where
all the edges converge to the vertex i. Similarly, the species M(X(i, r))r # I
only assigns structures to the digraph where all the edges diverge from the
vertex i.
We can obtain I_I-species by enriching digraphs using (I, I )-systems.
Let M9 be an (I, I ) system. Let M9 be an (I, I ) system. Let M9 I_I, + be the
I_I-species that assign to the digraph G( the structure obtained by enrich-
ing with an Mi (X(r, i ))r # I -structure the subdigraph of G
(
formed for the
edges pointing to the vertex i, for every i # I. Similarly, we define the species
M9 I_I, & (see Fig. 2). More formally
M9 I_I, +[E, c ]=[(mi) i # I | mi # Mi [c&12 (i), c1 | c2&1(i)], i # I ]
M9 I_I, &[E, c ]=[(mi) i # I | mi # Mi [c&11 (i), c2 | c1&1(i)], i # I ].
It is clear that MI_I, &=MI_I, + b T. If N9 is the (I_I, I )-system defined
by Ni=Mi (X(r, i))r # I we have M9 I_I, +=>i # I Ni . Then, we obtain the
generating functions
M9 I_I, +(X)=‘
i # I
Mi (x(r, i))r # I
M9 I_I, &(X)=‘
i # I
Mi (x(i, r))r # I .
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Let H be a subset of I, and (Kh)h # H a tuple of subsets of I. Consider the
(I, I )-system M9 ,
Mi={k # Ki X(i, k)1
if i # H
otherwise
.
The structures of M9 I_I, &=>h # H (r # Kh X(h, r)) are obtained by enriching
with the sum of singleton species r # Kk X(h, r) the set of edges pointing
away from h, for each h # H. Then, M9 I_I, & is the species of functional
digraphs corresponding to functions f : H  I, with the restriction f (h) # Kh ,
for every h # H. In particular, if Kh=I for every h # H, >h # H (r # I X(h, r))
is the species of functional digraphs corresponding to functions f : H  I.
Then, the generating function of Fun is
Fun(X)= :
<HI
‘
h # H \:r # I x(h, r)+=‘i # I \1+ :r # I x (i, r)+ .
Since >h # H (r # K X(h, r)) is the species of digraphs of functions
f : H  K, the generating function of the species of digraphs of bijective
functions Bij(H, K ) from H to K is
Bij(H, K )(X)= ‘
h # H \ :k # K x (h, k)sk+ } s e K=Per(H, K )(X),
where Per(H, K )(X) is the permanent of the submatrix of X, X(H, K ),
X(H, K )=(x(h, k))(h, k) # H_K . For |I |=2n, the species of matchings has the
generating function
Mch(X)= :
|H |=n
‘
h # H \ :r # I&H x(h, r)sr+ } s e I&H= :|H |=n Per(H, I&H )(X).
Example 3.4. The following construction is a special case of the above
example. For an ordinary species M and a set HI we define the I_I-
species: MH, +, MH, & as follows:
MH, +[E, c ]={[(mh)h # H | mh # M[c
&1
2 (h)], h # H]
<
if c&12 (I&H )=<
otherwise
.
MH, &[E, c ]={[(mh)h # H | mh # M[c
&1
1 (h)], h # H]
<
if c&11 (I&H)=<
otherwise
.
In other words, the structures in MH, +[ G( ] are obtained by enriching
with an M(r # I X(r, h))-structure the subdigraph of G
(
formed for the edges
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Fig. 2. An element of M9 I_I, &.
pointing to h, for every h # H, and with the species 1 each set of edges poin-
ting to a vertex in I&H. In a similar way we can describe the structures
of MH, &. Clearly we have MH, +=MH, & b T. Their generating functions
are
MH, += ‘
h # H
M \:r # I x(r, h)+
MH, &= ‘
h # H
M \:r # I x(h, r)+ .
Let L denote the ordinary species of linear orders. The structures of LI, &
are digraphs where for every i # I, the set of edges pointing away from i is
linearly ordered. Similarly we interpret the species LI, +. Their generating
functions are
LI, &(X)=‘
i # I
1
1&r # I x (i, r)
= :
A # N9 I_I
c(A)!
XA
A !
LI, +(X)=‘
i # I
1
1&r # I x (r, i)
= :
A # NI_I
r(A)!
XA
A!
.
The species LI, &eu and L
I, +
eu are equipotent
LI, &eu (X)=L
I, +
eu (X)= :
A<:
:!
XA
A !
.
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By proposition (3.3)
LI, &eu (X)=L
I, +
eu (X)=:
:
LI, &(tXs) | t :, s :
=:
:
‘
i # I \ :r # I x(i, r)sr+
:i
} s :
=:
:
‘
i # I \ :r # I trx (r, i)+
:i
} t : . (27)
4. THE MATRIX-TREE THEOREM
Lemma 4.1. The generating function of the species Se I&=Se I+ is
Se I (X)=Per(I+X)
and the inverse of S(X) satisfies
((S(X))&1)e I&=det(I&X).
Proof. Clearly
Se I&(X)= :
HI
:
_: H  H
‘
h # H
x(h, _h)= :
HI
PerH (X )=Per(I+X),
where PerH (X ) :=Per(H, H )(X). Since S=U(C ), (S(X))&1=e&C( X ), then
(e&C(X ))e I&= :
HI
:
_: H  H
(&1) |cy(_)| ‘
h # H
x(h, _h)
= :
HI
(&1) |H | :
_: H  H
sig(_) >
h # H
x(h, _h)=det(I&X)
Where cy(_) is the set of cycles of the permutation _. K
Theorem 4.1. The species Fe H& of forests converging to the set of roots
I&H, has the generating function
Fe H&(X)=detH (R&X)
where detH (X) denotes the determinant of X(H, H), and R is the diagonal
matrix
R=\$i, j :r # I x (i, r)+ (i, j ) # I_I
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Fig. 3. The combinatorial Identity (F } S)e I , &=Fun.
Proof. Consider the species F of converging forests (Fig. 3). Clearly we
have the identity
(F } S)e I&=Fun.
Taking generating functions we obtain the identity
F(X)=((S(X))&1 } Fun(X))e I&=(det(I&X) } Fun(X))e I&. (28)
Then
Fe H&(X)= :
J+K=H
det(I&tX) | t e J ‘
k # K \:i # I x(k, i)+
= :
J+K=H
(&1) |J | detJ (X) ‘
k # K \:i # I x(k, i)+=detH (R&X). K
From proposition (3.1) we get the classical result that the number of
forests converging to the set of roots I&H, spanning a digraph G( with
incidence matrix A=(a(i, j))(i, j) # I_I is equal to
|U } Fe H[A]|=Fe H (X)| X =A=det($(i, j):i&a(i, j ))(i, j ) # H_H ,
where :i=r # I a(i, r), i # I.
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Fig. 4. Assembly a of X+X1 T-structures over G
(
with associated partition (?, c ).
5. MATRIX SPECIES AND THE MACMAHON MASTER THEOREM
Definition 5.1. A matrix I-species is an I_I species. In other words, a
matrix I-species is an endofunctor M of BI_I . For G
(
# BI_I , M[ G
(
] is the
digraph whose edges from i to j are the elements of M(i, j)[ G
(
]. The
generating function of a matrix species is the matrix of generating functions
(M(i, j )(X))(i, j ) # I_I .
Example 5.1. The singleton digraph matrix species X is defined by
X[ G( ]={G
(
0I_I
if G( is a singleton-edge digraph
otherwise
The generating function of X is X(X)=X=(x(i, j )) (i, j ) # I_I (Fig. 4). The
transpose of singleton XT is defined by
XT[ G( ]={G
( T
0I_I
if G( is a singleton-edge digraph
otherwise
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Clearly XT(X)=XT. The singleton loopless matrix species X1 is defined by
X1 [ G( ]={G
(
0I_I
if G( is a singleton nonloop digraph
otherwise
Define the uniform matrix species U by U[ G( ]= G( . The generating
function of U is
U(X)=\(ex(i, j)&1) exp { :
(r, s)=(i, j)
x(r, s)=+ (i, j) # I_I .
The matrix species L of eulerian paths assigns to a digraph G( the digraph
L[ G( ] whose edges from i to j are the eulerian paths in G( from i to j. L
assigns to 0I_I the trivial graph paths consisting of loops from each vertex
i # I to itself. We denote by L0 the matrix species of nontrivial eulerian
paths.
Fig. 5. Assembly of L0-structures over the digraph G
(
with associated partition (?, c ).
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Similarly we define the matrix species H of hamiltonian paths. Clearly we
have
H(i, j)(X)=L(i, j)(tX) | t e I& j .UI_I (X) (29)
if i= j, and
HC(X)=H (i, i)(X)=L(i, i)(tX) | t e I .UI_I (X). (30)
Definition 5.2. Let G(1=(E, c 1) and G
(
2=(F, c 2) be two digraphs in
BI_I . The product G
(
1_G
(
2 is the digraph G
(
whose edges from i to j are
pairs of the form (e1 , e2), where e1 is an edge in G
(
1 from i to some vertex
r, and e2 is an edge in G
(
2 from r to j. If G
(
=(H(i, j))(i, j) # I_I , then
H(i, j)= :
r # I
E(i, r)_F(r, j) .
Definition 5.3. Let M and N be two matrix species. The product of M
and N, M .N is the matrix species that assigns to a digraph G( the digraph
M .N[ G( ]= :
G(1+ G
(
2= G
(
M[ G(1]_N[ G
(
2],
where the sum on the right hand side means direct sum of digraphs.
Proposition 5.1. The generating function of the product M .N is the
matrix product of the respective generating functions
(M .N)(X)=M(X) .N(X).
Proof. By the definition of the product we have
(M .N)(i, j)[ G
(
]= :
r # I
:
G(1+ G
(
2= G
(
M(i, r)[ G
(
1]_N(r, j)[ G
(
2].
Then, by the definition of ordinary product of colored species we obtain
the result. K
Example 5.2. Denote by ECy (Fig. 6) the I_I-species of eulerian
cycles. An eulerian permutation of a directed digraph G( =(E, c ) is a color-
preserving bijection _: (E, c2)  (E, c1). Then, _ is a permutation of the
edges of G( =(E, c ), where the head of every e is the tail of _(e). Hence,
every cycle of _ is an eulerian cycle of a subdigraph of G( .
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Fig. 6. Derivative of ECy with respect to X(7, 1) .
Proposition 5.2. We have the generating functions
L(X)=
I
I&X
(31)
L0(X)=
X
I&X
(32)
ECy(X)=trace ln \ II&X+ (33)
ES(X)=det \ II&X+ . (34)
Proof. Consider the matrix species Xk. Directly from the definition (5.3)
we obtain that Xk[ G( ] is the digraph whose edges from i to j are the
eulerian paths of length k from i to j in G( . The matrix species L of eulerian
paths satisfies
L= :

k=0
Xk. (35)
Similarly
L0= :

k=1
Xk (36)
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taking generating functions
L(X)=(I&X)&1 (37)
L0(X)=
X
I&X
. (38)
From each eulerian cycle of length k, k different eulerian paths of lenghth
k, beginning and ending at the same vertex, are obtained. Then, we get the
generating function
ECy(X)= :
i # I
:

k=1
X k(i, i)
k
=trace(ln((I&X)&1).
Since _ decomposes into cycles, it can be identify with an assembly of
eulerian cycles. Then ES=U(EC). By the Jacobi identity, the generating
function of the species ES is
ES(X)=exp(trace(ln((I&X)&1))=(det(I&X))&1. K (39)
We note that a similar argument to that used to prove the previous propo-
sition is implicit in Gessel bijective proof of Good’s inversion formula ([8]).
Theorem 5.1. (MacMahon master theorem, species version). The I_I
species LI,&eu , L
I,+
eu and ES are equipotent.
Proof. From example (3.4) LI,&eu and L
I,+
eu are equipotent. Clearly
|ES[ G( ]|={od( G
(
)!
0
if G( is eulerian
otherwise
=|LI,&eu [ G
(
]| . K
Corollary 5.1. (MacMahon master theorem). For all :=(:i) i # I
‘
i # I \:r # I x(i, r) sr+
:i
} s :=‘i # I \:r # I tr x(r, i)+
:i
} t :=(det(I&tX)&1) | t : . (40)
Proof. By the previous theorem, proposition (3.3), and equations
(27, 39), the corollary follows. K
Let M be a matrix species M: BI_I  BI_I such that M[0I_I]=0I_I . If
N: BI_I  B, the substitution N(M) is defined according to equation (4)
N(M)[E, c ]= :
(?, k9 ) # 6(I_I, I_I)[E, c ] \ ‘B # ? Mc (B)[B, c ]+_N[?, k9 ].
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Since (?, k9 ) is a digraph where the blocks in k9 &1(i, j) as the edges from
i to j, an assembly a in 6B # ? Mc (B)[B, c | B] might be thought of as a
digraph G( isomorphic to (?, k9 ), where the edges from i to j are of the form
mB # Mi, j [B, c |B], B # k9 &1(i, j). An element of N(M)[ G
(
] is a pair (a, n),
where a is digraph as described above, and n is an N-structure over the
isomorphic digraph (?, k9 ).
Example 5.3. The substitution M(X1 ) is the restriction of M to the
loopless digraphs. The species M(XT) is equal to M b T. The species
M(X+X1 T) assigns to a digraph G( the set
M(X+X1 T)[ G( ]=:
H(
M[H( ], (41)
where the sum of above is over all the digraphs G( which are obtained by
reorienting the edges of G( .
For example, ECy(X+X1 T) is the species of non-oriented eulerian cycles.
Its generating function is
trace ln \ II&(X+X1 T)+ .
By equation (32), the substitution of the matrix species L0 into the
uniform UI_I has as generating function
UI_I (L0)=exp \ 1det(I&X) :(i, j) # I_I (&1)
i+ j x(i, j) cof( j, i)(I&X)+ .
The structures that it enumerates are digraphs whose edges are eulerian
paths (see Fig. 5).
The formal power series
det \I&2XI&X +
is the generating function of the substitution of the matrix species L0 into
the species of eulerian permutations. The structures that it enumerates are
eulerian permutations whose edges are eulerian paths.
6. GRAPHS AND THE FORGETFUL FUNCTOR
Let us denote by I (2) the set of subsets of I of cardinality 2 (unordered
pairs of elements of I). The objects of the category BI (2) are edge-labeled
graphs, multiple edges and loops allowed.
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The class of a graph G=(E, c~ ) is the array
cl(G)=( |c~ &1[i, j]| )[i, j] # I (2) .
Denote by X the set of variables (x[i, j])[i, j] # I (2) . For an array
K=(k[i, j])[i, j] # I (2) # NI
(2)
we denote by X K the monomial
X K= ‘
[i, j] # I (2)
xk[i, j][i, j].
The number of automorphisms of a graph of class K is equal to
K! :=>[i, j] # I (2) k[i, j]!. The generating function of an I (2)-species
N: BI (2)  B is the formal power series
N(X )= :
K # NI (2)
|N[K]|
X K
K !
.
The categories BI_I and BI (2) are connected by the forgetful functor
F: BI_I  BI (2)
that sends each digraph G( to the graph G obtained ‘‘forgetting’’ the direc-
tions of the edges in G( . The morphisms in BI_I are mapped by F in an
obvious way.
Denote by SBIJ the category of functors from BI to SJ , and natural trans-
formations. A such functor is essentially a species M: BI  BJ . The reason
for extending the codomain is to allow natural transformations distinct
from isomorphisms.
Definition 6.1. The categories of species on digraphs and of species on
graphs are connected by the induction and restriction functors
iF: S
BI_I
J  S
BI (2)
J
(iF M9 )[G] :
H( : F[ H( ]=G
M9 [H( ], (42)
where the sum on the right hand side means direct sum in the category SJ :
rF: S
BI (2)
J  S
BI_I
J
(rN N9 )[ G
(
]=N9 [F[ G( ]]. (43)
Example 6.1. Define the species on graphs iF L
iF L[G] := :
F[ G( ]=G
L[ G( ].
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Then, iF L[G] is the digraph whose edges from i to j are the directed
eulerian paths over all the possible orientations of G. It is easy to see that
iF L(i, j)[G]=iF L( j, i)[G]. Both sets may be identify with the set of eulerian
paths in G, connecting i and j. The species of eulerian paths on graphs
L : BI (2)  BI (2) is defined by
L [i, j]=iF L(i, j ) .
We define in a similar way the species cycles C on graphs, functional
graphs Fun
t
, eulerian cycles EC
t
, eulerian permutations ES
t
, forests F ,
etc.
If G( is a graph of class A whose image by F is a graph G of class K, then
k[i, j]=(A+A1 T)(i, j)
The number of such digraphs is equal to
|[ G( |class( G( )=A, F[ G( ]=G]|= ‘
[i, j] # I (2), i{ j \
k[i, j]
a (i, j ) , a( j, i )+ .
From those facts, and the definition of iF we get the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. If K is the class of a graph and M is an I_I-species,
we have the formula
|iF M[K]|= :
[i, j] # I (2)
a(i, j)+a# ( j, i)=k[i, j]
‘
[i, j] # I (2), i{ j \
k[i, j]
a(i, j ) + |M[A]| (44)
|iF Meu [K]|={
:
A
‘
[i, j] # I (2), i{ j \
k[i, j]
a(i, j ) + |M[A]|
if k[i, j ] is even \[i, j] # I (2), (45)
0 otherwise
where the last sum ranges over the set of matrices A satisfying the conditions
a(i, j )+a# ( j, i)=k[i, j ] , [i, j] # I (2)
:
i : i{ j
a(i, j)=ki2, for every i # I.
Proposition 6.2. The functor iF is the left adjoint of rF .
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Proof. We have to prove that for M: BI_I  S, N: BI (2)  S, there
exists a bijection ,(M, N)
,(M, N): MorSBI_I(M, rF N)  MorSBI (2)(M, rF N) (46)
natural in M and N.
Let t: M  rF N be a morphism (natural transformation), define
,(M, N)(t) :=t*,
t*G : :
G( : F[ G( ]=G
M[ G( ]  N[G]
t*G m :=tG( (m),
where G( is the unique digraph such that m # M[ G( ]. , is clearly natural
in M and N and injective. To prove that ,(M, N) is a bijection, if
t*: iF M  N define tG( =t
* | M[G(]: M[ G
(
]  N[G]=N[F[ G( ]], for G( #
BI_I . It is clear that t=,
&1
(M, N) (t
*). K
Example 6.2. The singleton I (2)-species X [i, j]: BI (2)  B is defined by
X [i, j][G]={[G]<
if |E|=1 and c~ (E)=[i, j],
otherwise
where G=(E, c~ ) # BI (2) . The analog of the singleton matrix species in BI (2)
is defined by
X [G]={G0I (n)
if G is a singleton edge graph,
otherwise
where G=(E, c~ ) # BI (2) .
Clearly X =(X [i, j])[i, j] # I (2) . The generating function of X is X .
We also have the systems of singletons
Xs: BI_I  BI (2) , Xs :=rF X .
We have
Xs[ G( ]={F[ G
(
]
0I (2)
if G( is a singleton edge graph,
otherwise
X s: BI (2)  BI_I , X s :=iF X
X s[G]={G
(
+ G( T
0I (2)
if G is a singleton edge graph,
otherwise
where G( and G( T are the two possible orientations of G.
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Graphically,
Xs[i wa j]=i a j
X s[i a j]=i wa j+i wa* j=i (]
a
a*
j.
The component [i, j] of X s is
X s[i, j ]=X (i, j )+X1 ( j, i) , [i, j] # I
(2)
and
X s(i, j)=X [i, j ] , (i, j ) # I_I.
For example, for I=[1, 2, 3]
X [1, 1] X [1, 2] X [1, 3]
X s=\X [1, 2] X [2, 2] X [2, 3]+ .
X [1, 3] X [2, 3] X [3, 3]
Theorem 6.1. Let M and N be (I_I, J) and (I (2), J)-species, respec-
tively. Then we have the natural equivalences
iF M=M(X s) (47)
rF N=N(X s) (48)
rF iF M=M(X+X1 T) (49)
iF rF N=N(X +X1 ). (50)
Furthermore,
iF M=N O rF N=M(X+X1 T). (51)
Proof. An assembly of X s-structures over a graph G is a digraph (?, c ),
where each block B=[b] # ?, c (B)=(i, j ) is a singleton edge of G connect-
ing the pair [i, j]. Then (?, c ) ranges over all possible orientations of G
and M(X s) is isomorphic with iF M. An assembly of Xs-structures over a
digraph G( is a graph (?, c~ ) where each block B=[b] # ?, c~ (B)=[i, j] is
a singleton edge of G( with orientation (i, j ) or ( j, i ). Then there is only one
such assembly and its associated partition (?, c~ ) can be identify with the
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graph F[ G( ]. Hence, N(Xs) is isomorphic to rF N. The rest of the identities
are consequence of the first two. K
Corollary 6.1. The functors iF and rF preserve products
iF (M1 .M2)=iF (M1) . iF (M2)
rF (N1 .N2)=rF (N1) .rF (N2)
and we have the commuting relations with partial derivatives
iF M
X [i, j]
=iF
M
X(i, j )
+iF
M
X( j, i )
iF N
X(i, j)
=rF
N
X [i, j]
.
Taking generating functions in theorem (6.1), we obtain
Corollary 6.2. We have the generating functions
(iF M)(X )=M(X (i, j )  X[i, j ])(i, j) # I_I (52)
(rF N)(X)=N(X [i, j]  X(i, j )+X1 ( j, i )) (53)
(rF iF M)(X)=M(X+X1 T) (54)
(iF rF N)(X )=N(X +X1 T). (55)
7. THE BEST THEOREM
Let N be an I_I-species satisfying N[<]=<. Let M=U(N) be the
species of N-assemblies. For HI, define M7H to be the species of
N-assemblies a=[nB | B # ?], where the vertices of each subgraph (B, c | B)
contains at least one element of H.
For example, ES7H is the species of eulerian permutations where each
cycle contains at least one element of H.
Clearly M7H=U(N&H) and MH=U(NH). From equation (16) and
because of the natural equivalence U(R+S)=U(R) .U(S), we obtain the
proposition
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Proposition 7.1. Let M be as above. Then we have the following natural
equivalence:
M=M(I&H) .M7H (56)
M7H(X)=M(X) . (M(I&H)(X))&1. (57)
Lemma 7.1. Let : be an I-tuple. For every set J[i : :i{0] we have the
isomorphisms
LI:&=(Fune J& .L
I,&
(:&e J)&) (58)
LI,&eu, :&=(Fune J& L
I,&
(:&e J)&):+ . (59)
Proof. Let (li) i # I be a structure of L
I,&
: . Choose from each (nonempty)
linear order lj , j # J its first element ej . Then (li) is uniquely decomposed
in a pair ((ej) j # J , (l i) i # I)), where l i is the linear order obtained after remov-
ing the first element of li if i is in J, and is equal to li otherwise. The
digraph generated by (ej) j # J is an element of Fune J& , and (l i) i # I is an ele-
ment of LI,&(:&e J)& . The proof the second identity is similar. K
Theorem 7.1. Assume that G( is an eulerian digraph covering all the ver-
tices in I. Then, there exists a bijection between ES7H[ G( ], and the struc-
tures obtained by choosing a spanning forest converging to the set of roots in
H and, for each i # I, linearly ordering the rest edges pointing away from i.
In symbols, for any I-tuple : satisfying [i : :i{0]=I, we have the equi-
potence
(ES7H):&=(Fe I&H& L
I,&) eu, :& .
Proof. By equation (57) and the MacMahon master theorem (5.1)
ES7H(X)=(ES(I&H)(X))&1 .ES(X)=(ES(I&H)(X))&1 .LI,&eu (X).
By equation (19) ES(I&H)(X)=det(I&X | I&H)
&1=(detI&H(I&X))
&1.
Then
ES7H(X)=detI&H (I&X) L
I,&
eu (X)= :
JI&H
(&1) |J| detJ (X) LI,&eu (X).
Hence
ES7H:& (X)= :
JI&H
(&1) |J| detJ (X) LI,&eu, (:&e J)&(X). (60)
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By the previous lemma LI,&eu, (:&e J)&=(Fune I&H&J& .L
I,&
(:&e I&H)&) (:&e J)+ .
Substituting in (60) and by the theorem (4.1)
ES7H:& (X)= :
JI&H
detJ (X)(Fune I&H&J&(X) .L
I,&
:&e I&H (X)) (:&e J)+
=\ :JI&H detJ (X) Fune I&H&J&(X) .L
I,&
(:&e I&H)&(X)+:+
=(detI&H (R&X) LI,&(X)):&, :+
=(Fe I&H& L
I,&)eu, :(X). K
Corollary 7.1 (BEST theorem). If : is as in the previous theorem, the
species L (i, i), :& is equipotent to the product
(LI,& .Ti)eu, :& ,
where Ti is the species of trees covering all the vertices in I and converging
to the root i.
Proof. Let H=[i]. Since
ES7[i](X)=cofi, i (I&X) . (det(I&X))&1=L(i, i)(X),
ES7[i]:& is equipotent with L(i, i), :& .
By the previous theorem
ES7[i]:& $(Fe I&[i]&.L
I,&)eu, :& .
Since the species Fe I&[i]& of forests converging to the root i is equal to
the species Ti , we obtain the result. K
Corollary 7.2. For a matrix A # NI_I and : as above, we have the
formula
|ESH:&[A]|=detI&H ($(i, j) :i&a(i, j )) (i, j ) # I_I ‘
i # I&H
(:i&1)! ‘
h # H
:h ! .
Recall that the partial derivative MX(i, j ) of an I_I-species M is the
I_I-species
M
X(i, j )
[ G( ]=M[ G( +i * j].
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Fig. 7. The sagittal diagram of an element of EEndM9 over the digraph G
(
.
Example 7.1. We have the following identity (see Fig. (6)):
ECy
X(i, j )
=L( j, i )
From corollary (7.2)
|L(r, r)[A]|=|ES[r]: [A]|
=cof(r, r)($(i, j ) :i&a(i, j ))(i, j ) # I_I :r ! ‘
i # I&[r]
(:i&1)!
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we derive the classical formula
|ECy[A]|=|L(r, r)[A&($((i, j ), (r, r)))(i, j ) # I_I]|
=cof(r, r)($(i, j ) :i&a(i, j )) (i, j ) # I_I ‘
i # I
(:i&1)!.
8. THE ENRICHED VERSION OF MACMAHON
MASTER THEOREM
Definition 8.1. Consider a digraph G( =(E, c ). An eulerian endofunc-
tion f: G(  G( is any color-preserving function f: (E, c2)  (E, c1).
Denote by EEnd the species of eulerian functions.
Let M9 be a (I, I)-system of species. An eulerian function f: (E, c2) 
(E, c1), is called M9 -enriched if each fiber f&1(b) is enriched with a struc-
ture in Mc1 (b)[ f
&1(b), c | f&1(b)]. Denote by EEndM9 the I_I-species of
M9 -enriched functions.
Proposition 8.1. The generating function of the species EEndM9 , :& is
given by the formula
EEndM9 , :&(X)=‘
i # I
M :ii (tr xr, i)r # I | t : .
Proof. Let Ni=M(X j, i) j # I , i # I. Since EEndM9 [E, c ]=N9
[E, c1][E, c ],
by proposition (3.3) and equation (10) we obtain the result. K
Fig. 8. Element of T (2, 1)M9 .
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Let M9 be an (I, I)-system such that M9 [0I]=0I . The matrix species of
planted M9 -enriched eulerian trees TM9 is defined by the recursion
T (i, j )M9 =X(i, j ) Mi (T
(r, i)
M9 )r # I .
The elements of T (i, j)M9 [ G
(
] are edge-labeled trees that can be thought of
as M9 -enriched acyclic color-preserving functions of the form
f: (E&[e], c2 | E&[e])  (E, c1), where c (e)=(i, j ) (see Fig. (8)).
Let QM9 be the matrix species
Q (i, j )M9 =X j, i
Mi
Xj
(T (r, i)M9 )r # I=X( j, i )
Mi
Xj
(T (r, i)N9 )r # I .
The structures of Q (i, j )M9 are M9 -enriched trees with exactly one marked
branch of length one (see Fig. 9).
Consider the substitution of QM9 in to the species of eulerian permuta-
tions ES. The structures of ES(QM9 ) are eulerian permutations whose
edges are M9 -trees with one marked shortbranch (see Fig. 9). If we identify
in a such structure each of the marked edges with the corresponding exter-
nal edge in the eulerian permutation, we obtain the sagittal diagram of an
M9 -enriched endofunction (see Fig. 10). Then we obtain the theorem.
Theorem 8.1. We have the isomorphism (Fig. 9)
EEndM9 =ES(QM9 )
Corollary 8.1. (The enriched version of the MacMahon theorem).
Let mi (x(r, i ))r # I be a tuple of generating functions with non zero independ-
ent term. Let {(i, j )(X) and q (i, j ) be the generating functions defined by the
equations
{(i, j )(X)=x(i, j ) mi ({(r, i )(X))r # I
q(i, j )(X)=x( j, i )
mi
xj
({(r, i )(X))r # I
Then we have the identity
\‘i # I m
:i
i (tr x(r, i ))r # I+ } t :=(det(I&q(tX)))&1| t :
where q(X)=(q(i, j )(X)) (i, j) # I_I .
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Fig. 9. Element of Q (1, 2)M9 .
Fig. 10. The I_I-species ES(QM9 ).
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Proof. Invoking the principle of extensions of algebraic identities, we
may assume that the coefficients mi [A] are non-negative integers for
every A and i # I. Then, we can choose an (I, I)-system of species M9 whose
generating function is the system m (X). The matrices of series {(X) and
q(X) are the generating functions of the matrix-species TM9 and QM9 respec-
tively. By the above theorem,
EEndM9 , :&(X)=
1
det(I&q(tX)) } t :
Using proposition (8.1) we obtain the result. K
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